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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: August 12, 2018
“Community & Social Connections”

8 attendees

 Respect guidelines (available here)
 Introductions: Names and pronouns shared;

◦ ice-breaker: favorite flavour of ice cream

 What are communities?

◦ Groups with shared view/perspectives who want to create something together

▪ how to build community after university / college or high school?

◦ Place where people have the same background (or shared collective experience) for discussion

◦ Community in activities  vs. survival communities

◦ in-person vs. online communities

▪ social connections function differently for many ace/arospec folks who don't necessarily have a 
spouse and children

 how will ace and arospec communities change as people age and there become increasingly 
many older people? 

 How will social connections for ace and arospec folks change over the course of the lifetime?

◦ Will ace and arospec communities offer more practical support?

◦ Lots of questions about sexuality

▪ space where it's not questioned or dismissed

 coming out as “queer” vs. “asexual” and how that differs whether coming out to other queer people or 
straight people

◦ what needs to be explained and what people might be able/willing to understand or accept

 Ace vs. Arospec communities

◦ (non-arospec) aces can throw aro / aroace people under the bus

▪ need for more solidarity generally

◦ (not-specifically-ace) arospec people taking terminology that came from ace community and erasing its 
ace history

▪ there would be no (not-specifically-ace) arospec community without ace community

▪ aromanticism was always part of asexuality for some aces and always part of ace history back 
when it was only articulated in asexual spaces

▪ issues of arospec assimilationism within (not-specifically-ace) arospec community

 concepts that pre-suppose particular ideologies

◦ e.g., “alterous attraction” presupposes a linear (and often hierarchical) continuum between 
“romantic” and “platonic” attraction

◦ how queerplatonic / quirkyplatonic relationships work in various contexts

▪ significant vs. more casual QPRs and how there's a narrative around QPRs supporting
aro assimilationism that completely contradicts the purpose of the concept when it was 
articulated in asexual (ace) community (before “ace”)

◦ e.g., “'aplatonic” (for people who don't experience platonic attraction” and how that pairs 
types of attractions with types of relationships but also naming something that primarily 
affects neurodivergent folks and erasing that aspect as well as older ace terminology (e.g., 
denying things like “homoplatonic” which were coined years ago)

▪ amatonormativity still influences both ace and arospec communities

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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▪ other forms of marginalisation and oppression still play out in ace and arospec communities 
because these things are still part of the broader social world and not immune from the influence of
those larger structures

 Social needs: how are these met within or outside communities?

◦ Prevalence of introversion within ace/arospec communities

◦ meet friends within ace/arospec communities

◦ meet social needs generally with friends 

▪ lots of meeting social needs is one-on-one (especially for introverts!)

 How do people meet friends?

◦ Friends from university / college or high school reconnecting

▪ hard to transition from casual friendly acquaintance to (close) friend 

 community-scaffolded interactions like meetups, choirs, etc.

 spectre of having to say that you're not romantically or sexually interested  (and what might 
happen if / when that comes up)

▪ suggestions for interacting with people

 find places that aren't purely social (i.e., that may be based on some activity)

◦ rock-climbing (introvert-friendly), swing-dancing (e.g., “Swinging OUT”)

 bring knitting or some craft or sketchbook to social situations to give something to do and 
something to talk about if needed with others

◦ knitting, figet toy, card tricks, yo-yo, small colouring page, etc.

▪ process of moving from very casual friends / friendly acquaintance to more solid friendship 

 solo-hang-out / “friend-date” so there are no romantic / sexual expectations

◦ what to say so people don't assume people are hetero

◦ people should be more clear about when something is a date and what their expectations 
are! (social change!)

 possibly bring up ace / arospec stuff as an ice-breaker (pre-empting expectations)

▪ “people I would show up for if they were to call me” vs. “people who would actually call me”

▪ friends as people you share small victories with

▪ go outside of your comfort zone or bring people into your comfort zone

 How are you different in different communities?

◦ Touch?

▪ Non-sexual touch is much more normalised in dance communities (among others)

▪ different boundaries around touch with particular people

▪ communicate about physical boundaries more in spaces where that's talked about more

◦ communicating about physical limitations more in community spaces where there's more 
acknowledgment of physical disabilities and limitations

▪ similar thing with neurodivergence-- more open about being neurodivergent in spaces where 
there's more acknowledgment of that and others talking more openly about that; when there are 
others who share those experiences

▪ more open about mental health stuff when that's a shared experience with others in the space

 more common generally to share stuff about oneself when others share that too

▪ media portrayals of autism make it difficult for non-autistic folks to believe autistic folks are actually 
autistic and that can affect how open people are about that stuff

 How much overlap is there between different communities you're involved in?
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◦ Keep family separate from other groups (or not, depending on your circumstances, relationship with 
family, etc., or even depending on which groups)

▪ keeping family separate either for safety or for simplicity

◦ keeping some friend groups separate from others (e.g., DnD friends, school friends, etc.)

◦ pansexual joke about pans (internal community humour vs. people not understanding)

◦ online vs. offline friends

▪ particularly with respect to aceness and/or arospecness

▪ might share similar or different types of things depending on how accepting the local community 
contexts are

◦ how to break out of your online “bubble” (where what you see online is basically an “echo chamber”)

▪ digital things and what comes up via those platforms is filtered according to online functions, click 
history, etc.

▪ Reddit vs. tumblr-- is reddit better? (e.g., re “discourse” hostility or diversity of perspectives)

 how to avoid vs. not avoid seeing contrary experiences

▪ longer-form blogs take longer to resonate with many people

▪ Many perspectives on blogs

 Carnival of Aces (a different blogger hosts and picks a topic every month and then anyone who
wants to write something can)

◦ orchestrated via the group blog Asexual Agenda (which is very much a powerful, 
mainstream ace blog, not “fringe” or “outsiders” but sometimes writers present themselves 
that way)

▪ Zines are another place to find various perspectives

 can find lots of ace zines via the Ace Zine Archive

◦ Being out online, with lots of different identities, but not necessarily offline

▪ more free in Toronto and offline communities here than in other places

◦ Significant relationships: bringing people into family spaces can get complicated when people are doing
relationships in ways that are somehow non-normative

◦ Coalitions with other groups

▪ e.g., different communities coming together to protest far-right hate speech

▪ e.g., at Pride march, some spontaneous ace / anarchist co-operation a couple years back 

 Are there space people would like to be a part of? (even if they aren't necessarily a part of them yet)

◦ people wanting to participate more in Ace Toronto stuff

▪ feeling more “at home” where they can be out

 e.g., queer communities

▪ student unions

▪ discussion of some problems with Jordan Peterson

 Are there things that people are looking for?

 Are there other topics of questions?

◦ Interest in the topic of friendship for an upcoming discussion

 Other topics:

◦ ace and aro defined as something “lacking”

▪ how do you know if you don't experience something? How do you ever stop questioning?

 Demisexual as a potential topic for writing (and people not necessarily writing it well)

 being comfortable with how things are, not questioning if things will change

 just being how you are, not worrying about the label

https://acezinearchive.wordpress.com/
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/a-carnival-of-aces-masterpost/
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◦ The issue of people assuming aromanticism when you mention asexuality / aceness-- does that 
happen?

▪ helpful to have leaflets or educational materials, articles on you, etc. when you brings up topics

▪ discussion of fine gradients

▪ discussion of “compromise sex” and how it's complicated by compulsory sexuality and can be 
really problematic

 “compromise” often doesn't respect the ace side (or the side that doesn't want to have sex 
when that's a thing)

 “compromise sex” is not equivalent to “compromise no-sex” even though people often treat 
them like they're the same kind of thing

 questions about compatibility

◦ it often falls to the ace person to bridge the gap when there is one with a non-ace partner

◦ What is sexual?

▪ Are hugs sexual? (they can be, but often are not)

 contexts and intention can define things more as sexual or not sexual than the act per se

◦ Wanting more dialogue with broader queer communities to share concepts, terms

▪ consent culture workshops

▪ have a “bring your friends/family to an ace meetup” event

▪ language has been taken up more broadly

 e.g., people were independently inventing the word “agender” until there was a critical mass of 
people on AVEN using “agender” together to make it “stick”

 e.g., the distinction between “romantic” and “sexual”, and the concept of “romantic orientation” 
are now talked about outside ace spaces

▪ extremely diverse community

▪ wanting to dismantle rape culture to make the world more friendly toward everyone!

◦ Being glad to see other people who are very “out” but not being “out” like that yourself

▪ how to make change so that you might be more comfortable being “out”

◦ the idea of having kids-- how to have kids

▪ co-parenting with someone other than a romantic partner might lead to being more “out” (because 
people will notice if there's a child being parented by people who aren't romantically involved)

 if you have a kid... people will know!

◦ It can be good to just live your live and deal with issues as they come up

 What did people learn?

◦ Talk about how context can help determine whether or not something is sexual (not just the act itself)

◦ going places to meet random strangers to make friends

▪ maybe activity-based like rock-climbing (introvert-friendly) or queer swing dancing

◦ mixing communities

◦ poplar trees start out with smooth bark that looks kind of like a birch tree (and continues to look that 
way near the top), but later on the bark looks more like more typical tree bark (especially near the 
bottom of the tree)

▪ picture of some bark from a white poplar where you can see both textures

◦ the cypress tree symbolises death in some traditions

◦ cw death:

▪ story of a friend going out with someone largely to meet their cat and they were shown a dead rat 
in the toilet

 “why would someone show someone a dead rat in their toilet?”
“I don't know, there was no second date”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cupressus_sempervirens#Symbolism
https://www.uwgb.edu/biodiversity/herbarium/trees/popnig_bark01_web400gf.jpg

